Jennifer Cusick: The Daily Iowan

"The old building is hopelessly antiquated, unsafe and environmentally..."

UI Director of Facilities Services Group Richard Gibson

"I think they were..."
People

Report: Women in Northeast fare better than others in U.S.
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Health

Efforts made to combat Americans' addiction to nicotine

Smoke Out celebrates 20th year

Lara Hanesker

The Daily Iowan

Doctors have to half and pull to know all of the odds in this birthday cake. They told him to promise not to light it up Thursday, the day of the Great Smoke Out. If he did light it up, he could win a prize for kicking the habit.

The Great Smoke Out (GSO) is a national effort to decrease tobacco use. Every year, thousands of people participate to encourage smokers to give up smoking.

The event is organized by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and is held annually on the birthday of the United States Department of Health and Human Services.

The GSO aims to increase public awareness of the dangers of tobacco use and to provide resources and support for individuals and organizations seeking to reduce smoking.

Visitors to the event can participate by signing a cake and committing to not smoke for a day. The cake is displayed in various locations across the country.

The GSO has also provided a variety of resources and tools to help people quit smoking, including quit lines, text messages, and online resources.

The GSO is a collaborative effort involving a wide range of organizations and individuals, including tobacco control professionals, public health experts, and community leaders.

The event has been recognized for its success in reducing smoking rates across the country, with many states and communities reporting significant decreases in smoking prevalence.

The Great Smoke Out has been celebrated for over 20 years, with each year building on the success of the previous one.

In conclusion, the Great Smoke Out is an important effort to raise awareness and support for tobacco control efforts. It provides an opportunity for individuals and communities to come together and make a difference in the fight against tobacco use.
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Letters to the

Editor

Dear Editor:

What's behind 'The Crucible'

Neil was unhappily married and a visitor to Salem, Mass., and in need of a diversion. The neighbors, after all, were about to be发病 from the panic of the witch trials. Both Miller, the playwright, and Arthur Miller, the husband of actress Marilyn Monroe, have said that the play was inspired by the Salem witch trials of the late 17th century.

The crucible is a device used to test the strength of metals, and it is also a play by Arthur Miller about the Salem witch trials. The play is set in the town of Salem, Massachusetts, in the year 1692, during the height of the witch trials. The play follows the story of John Proctor, a farmer, and his wife Elizabeth, as they are accused of witchcraft and are put on trial.

The play has become a classic American drama, and it is often studied in high schools and universities. The play is a commentary on the nature of power and the dangers of mob rule. It is also a commentary on the vulnerability of individuals in a climate of fear and suspicion.

The play was first performed on Broadway in 1953, and it won the Pulitzer Prize for Drama. It has been performed all over the world, and it continues to be studied and performed today.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]

---
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The play was first performed on Broadway in 1953, and it won the Pulitzer Prize for Drama. It has been performed all over the world, and it continues to be studied and performed today.
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Letters to the Editor

Letter writers protect supposed system

To the Editor:

The town, talking heads to the BASSment, for the BASSment. It seems Iowa City residents don't want to have you and me think.

A passionate advocate of public opinion is going to be the only elusive American ideal. If the Constitution were written then, it could mean gang activity, activity and tolerance, the narrow and enacting narrower standards than in this article "Charges of gang activity at college," Nov. 8. It gets away with the taking of lives, the人口 who the BASSment, then don't go then. But until we get more support for their claims, they'll stay in law under those dots and fink about some real problems.

Kathleen Simon
Iowa City resident

Life is a dirty business

To the Editor:

I am still reeling from your report of the pap's recent success in the evolution theory. "Pope mixes theory of evolution," Nov. 8. It offended Father Bucco, a Deacon in the BASSment, it is obvious how conservative the author wrote, it is obvious how conservative the author wrote.

Thanks to Higgins for addressing intellectual issue

To the Editor:

I'd like to thank Karrie Higgins for her Nov. 1 column on America's burning need, even such "valuable" places in Iowa City, turned anti- fundamentalism Higgins. Because once was the most talented cartoonists and intelligent people we've ever seen in our publication. As a fellow writer,ubber and thinker, I appreciated what the author wrote, it is obvious how conservative the author wrote.

Again, many thanks.

Rich Trout
Iowa City resident

SANTA ARRIVES, NOVEMBER 24

"SANTA'S COMING!"

DURST THE CLOWN, Storyteller by Hosek Craig

Kids can participate in a live play, "Santa's Birthday"

DANCE TO YOUR HEART'S DESIRE

DANCING DURST THE CLOWN, Storyteller by Hosek Craig

FATHER BUCCO (Pope) MIXES THEOLOGY WITH SCIENCE: MARIAN FEIGENSPAN'S CRITIQUE

"There is no physics. I'm happy..."

"There is no physics. I'm happy..."

"There is no physics. I'm happy..."

Viewpoints

We welcome this venue of (the) world's foreign language and culture... We welcome this venue of (the) world's foreign language and culture... We welcome this venue of (the) world's foreign language and culture...

To the Editor:

Richard Totten
Iowa City resident

Letters to the Editor must include the writer's address and phone number. Letters may be edited for length and style. The Daily Iowan reserves the right to reject any letter. Letters, editorials or book reviews should be sent to the Daily Iowan or to the editor-in-chief at the Daily Iowan. The Daily Iowan disclaims any responsibility for the views expressed in the letters, editorials or book reviews.
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Corvaliy man arrested for kidnapping, assault

Mike Walter

The Daily Iowan

A Coralville man was arrested for allegedly kidnapping, sexually assaulting and threatening a 15-year-old girl, according to police.

According to Iowa’s code of law, third-degree kidnapping is a Class A felony and carries a mandatory sentence of life in prison.
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Mohamed Meslou

The Daily Iowan

After voicing concerns about the design and need for the skywalk across Dubuque Street, Mayor Dennis Cullar is currently in bed. Corvaliy man arrested for kidnapping
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VIGIL

Continued From Page A1

what's going on."

U.S. Senator Cedric King said the tragic nature of the accident is what forced him to show his face at the scene.

"It was a tragic thing that hap-
pened here," King said. "I'm here because of the family for the
Shaw family.

"I'm happy that I can make it and see the family and pray for the family."

Shaw also expressed his gratitude to the family for allowing him to attend the event.

"I'm a parent and I feel the grief, the loss, the pain. I'm just a parent," Shaw said. "It's just a heartache for me."

Shaw said he was attending the vigil because it was a way to honor the memory of the two victims.

Pearson's

Continued From Page A1

What’s going on, for good coffee, friendly conversation and to meet people,” Pearson’s partner, Ron Wooten said. “And for 20 cents for a coffee, you can’t lose.”

Mark Deck, another regular who came to Pearson’s for the first time, said, "I’m a regular at Pearson’s and it’s the best place to hang out."

"I love the people and the atmosphere." Deck said. "It’s a great place to talk and meet people."
The Daily ~ in front of you and say "lam

Wednesday, November 23, 1994

Rwanda insisted an international intervention force more than two-year exile in refugee camp for medical assistance Tuesday. of thousands of refugees had returned from their

Rwanda rejects foreign troops

Foreign soldiers are no longer wanted in the country because they have taught the government about trust, responsibility and accountability between the government and the people.

Energy Secretary Hazel O'Leary, on the $18.5 million settlement

thousands of human radiation experiment cases involving the injection of plutonium and uranium, said the official, who spoke on condition of anonymity.

"The purpose of the research - worker safety - was validated," said Michele Quintaglie, spokesperson for the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees, "so the U.N.-approved

Another Rwandan refugee family said. "Potentially, this is you last opportunity

Bujumbura that killed seven people . . .

Bukavu and other Zairian cities.

Wenda had wanted the intervention force to go into Zaire from staging area in Bukavu and displace the Hutu militias so it would be easier to evacuate refugees and sick and elderly people.

But with the(interp): 1994 Radiation experiment cases

Nine of the 12 took place at the University of Rochester in upstate New York. Another plutonium claim is still being negotiated.

"It's been one hell of an experiment," said Ruth Faden, head of an advisory panel on human radiation experiments.

INSIDE

TODAY

College Basketball

Williams takes over as Red Sox manager

Boston Red Sox finally have a new manager

Sponsored by Jim Leyland and a host of other mentors the day-to-day manager of the Red Sox.

"It's a nightmarish situation," said Williams, who is eager to get to work.

Red Sox general manager Dan Duquette called the move "too little, too late." Duquette said the team has to find a manager before today and stay in front of you so I am able to make an appointment.

In addition to the 12 radiation experiment cases,

"You're also talking about 15,000, 20,000 people who have been affected by this crisis . . .

We are grateful to the families for their patience and for their cooperation .

The money will go to one woman from each of the affected families. More than 100 members of the experiment families have met with President Clinton.

The former senator said Tuesday.

The radiation victims for settlement
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The Clinton administration was fearful of the radiation experiments when they began in 1944.

With the exception of a few cases, the Hamill family is grateful for conducting the radiation experiments.
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Iowa women's soccer club heads to NCAA Regional

The Iowa women's soccer club heads to NCAA Regional in the final tournament this weekend to see if it can advance to the national tournament.

By next year, the team will have
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NFL GLANCE

Continued From Page 1B

NFH GLANCE

Continued From Page 1B

KRAMER

Continued From Page 1B

WRESTLING

Continued From Page 1B

ENNIS-INGE Q&A

Continued From Page 1B

Fry Conference Continued from Page 1B
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Good Luck!

QUIZ ANSWER: Bob Cremin. See national listing of college football teams.

ON THE RULES:

Entries must be submitted by noon, Thursday, to The Daily Iowan, Room 111 or Room 201 Communications Center. No more than five entries per person. The decision of the judges is final. Winners will be announced in Monday's D.I.
Iowa's their first appearance since 1947. As Lou Holtz announced his resignation after 11 seasons at Notre Dame .

Associated Press

Holtz resigns

Nancy Armour

Iowa City Press-Citizen

Holtz, who led Notre Dame to the 1988 national championship and was a leading candidate for national coach of the year this season, announced his resignation Tuesday at a news conference.

He had been under pressure to resign by Notre Dame Athletic Director Ceresani, who has said recently that it was his idea to hire Holtz in 1978.

Associated Press
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Holtz, who led Notre Dame to the 1988 national championship and was a leading candidate for national coach of the year this season, announced his resignation Tuesday at a news conference.

He had been under pressure to resign by Notre Dame Athletic Director Ceresani, who has said recently that it was his idea to hire Holtz in 1978.

Associated Press

**Sports**

**Belle signs $52.5 million deal**

**Sox add punch to the lineup**

**Rick Goss**

Associated Press

The Chicago White Sox have signed free agent Albert Belle to the richest contract in baseball history, giving the team the off-season's biggest splash. Belle will start in right field and likely play some designated hitter.

The Associated Press

Belle, 34, is one of the game's biggest sluggers and a proven two-sport athlete. He led the American League in home runs five times and batted over .300 in five seasons.

Belle has been suspended five times in recent seasons for profanity-laced remarks.

In 2003, Belle became the first major leaguer to win the batting title in back-to-back seasons.

Belle had two assists and the Maple Leafs won 3-1.

Cleveland, with Belle, had two assists and the Maple Leafs won 3-1.

The Associated Press

Belle has been suspended five times for profanity-laced remarks.

In 2003, Belle became the first major leaguer to win the batting title in back-to-back seasons.

Belle had two assists and the Maple Leafs won 3-1.

Cleveland, with Belle, had two assists and the Maple Leafs won 3-1.

Albert Belle Chronology

**New Chicago White Sox sign Albert Belle back to the dugout after early exit in Game 5 of the World Series in Oct. 22, 1993.**

Belle 264 homers and 711 RBIs in last six years while Thomas has 215 homer s and 698 RBIs in last six seasons.

Michael Jordan's career averages of .536 in 1996-97 were second among active players to Thomas' .599.

"I'm sure he feels good about it."
**Knicks take care of Magic in Orlando**

Associated Press

New York's Patrick Ewing, above against Orlando's Hakeem Olajuwon, scored 28,000th career point Sunday in Orlando.

Odomes denies he has alcohol problem

Associated Press

Kevin Odomes, 29, of the University of Connecticut, was reportedly stopped and arrested for drunk driving Friday by a Connecticut state trooper near the campus in Storrs.


**ASSUME NEWSPAPER BACKGROUND**
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Kevin Odomes, 29, of the University of Connecticut, was reportedly stopped and arrested for drunk driving Friday by a Connecticut state trooper near the campus in Storrs.
College Basketball

WITH NEW COACH LAVIN

BETH HARRIS

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES -- Kris Lavin started into Steve Lavin's office Tuesday to check on the building of UCLA's new basketball team. "Coach, so are you nervous?" Lavin asked.

"No, I just can't wait to play the game," Steve answered.

"Oh, me too, so nervous I can't eat as you usually do," Lavin said.

Actually, Lavin hasn't had much time to be nervous since taking over from John Wooden five years ago for taking over an expansion program.

The 50-year-old former assistant has been busy preparing the fifth-ranked Bruins for their season opener tonight against Texas in the Pan-American.

And dealing with the know-it-all's who want to tell him how to coach the Bruins in a 12th

NCAA Basketball Championship. In his first year as the team's coach, Wooden could move its season was long ago for an expansion

expert.
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**Actress Sherry Stringfield**

*set to leave 'ER'*

Stringfield is shedding her white coat and gun for a high and pristine lifestyle, according to sources close to the program. Stringfield has negotiated an exit package worth $70,000, plus an appearance on the show's final episode. She is reportedly moving from Los Angeles to New York City, where she plans to open a clothing line and open a restaurant.

**Dole: Presidency's loss is TV's gain**

Former GOP presidential candidate Bob Dole (left) appears in the opening skit with actor Norman manic, who portrays Dole, during the dress rehearsal of "Saturday Night Live" Saturday.

Former GOP presidential candidate Bob Dole (left) during the opening skit with actor Norman manic, who portrays Dole, during the dress rehearsal of "Saturday Night Live" Saturday.

"It's sort of like the 1996 presidential race all over again," manic said after filming the segment. "You can tell by the包装 it comes in that as we go into the next election, it's going to be a lot of fun." manic said, referring to the "Brooklyn 40 Minutes,"

"We're more interested in the administration's response to issues like Medicare, Social Security and the deficit than the packaging it comes in," said manic, who is known for his dry sense of humor.

**Stringfield is shedding her white coat and gun for a high and pristine lifestyle, according to sources close to the program. Stringfield has negotiated an exit package worth $70,000, plus an appearance on the show's final episode. She is reportedly moving from Los Angeles to New York City, where she plans to open a clothing line and open a restaurant.**